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ABSTRACT. CO
2
 reduction by means of energy conservation is an important topic in many

governmental environmental policies. As new construction accounts for a fraction of the total

building stock, the energy performance of existing dwellings is of great importance. Profes-

sional landlords can play a major role in energy conservation, but there are indications that

the large energy conservation potential in their housing existing stock is only exploited to

a minor extent. This paper presents a method to implement the topic energy conservation

in the asset management of professional landlords, in order to establish an integration of

energy conservation in their maintenance and renovation practice. This method is described

in relation to the asset management of Dutch social housing landlords, but may also be useful

for other professional landlords. The method takes advantage of the European EPBD (Energy

Performance of Buildings Directive).
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1997, the developed nations agreed in

the Kyoto Protocol to limit their greenhouse

gas emissions. The residential sector accounts

for a significant part of the final energy con-

sumption in the European Community and,

therefore, the built environment is an impor-

tant target of the governmental environmen-

tal policies resulting from the Kyoto Protocol.

In the Netherlands, much progress has been

made in reducing CO2 emissions in new con-

struction. However, annual new construction

accounts with less than 1% for just a minor

part of the total Dutch building stock. The per-

centage of annual new construction is equally

low in other European countries. The existing

building stock has a low energy performance

caused by poor insulation and inefficient heat-

ing systems. The energy consumption in exist-

ing dwellings exceeds that of new dwellings

by far and, therefore, a large potential in en-

ergy conservation is available in the existing

building stock.

Professional landlords in the EU own a con-

siderable share of the total housing stock. They
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could play an important role in fulfilling the

commitments concerning the reduction of CO2

emissions following the Kyoto protocol, if they

improve the energy performance of their hous-

ing stock.

Providing affordable housing for lower in-

come groups, by keeping the energy bill for

their tenants as low as possible, is in line with

the main goals of professional landlords with

a social objective. Additionally, improvement

of the energy performance of the rented hous-

ing stock is an effective means to reduce fuel

poverty (Healy and Clinch, 2004).

In spite of the financial barrier that profes-

sional landlords face when considering im-

provement of the energy performance of the

stock, a growing number of Dutch social land-

lords invests in energy conservation. Anticipat-

ing on rising energy prices and tightening en-

ergy policies, these professional landlords have

shifted their focus towards an increase of the

market value of an energy efficient housing

stock and towards the objective to decrease liv-

ing costs of the lowest income groups.

Another incentive for professional landlords

to invest in energy conservation is related to

the enhanced comfort of living that usually

results from insulation measures, such as re-

duced noise, decrease in condense or humidity

and reduced cold air flows (Milne and

Boardman, 2000; Egenhofer et al., 2006). Fur-

thermore, energy-efficiency improvements in

dwellings result in an increase of the overall

health level of the dwelling (Milne and

Boardman, 2000; Howden-Chapman et al.,

2004).

In order to improve the energy performance

of their asset efficiently and cost-effectively,

professional landlords could incorporate the

topic energy conservation in their asset man-

agement, thus ensuring an integration of con-

siderations regarding energy conservation in

the decision-making process from strategy de-

velopment down to the operational level. This

paper presents a method for professional land-

lords to integrate energy conservation in their

asset management strategies. The method is

described in relation to the asset management

of Dutch housing associations, which provide

the vast majority of the social-rented homes

in the Netherlands. However, the method may

also be useful for other professional landlords.

The next section will elaborate on the po-

tential for energy conservation in the social

rented housing stock. After that, section 3 will

go into the EC directive on the energy per-

formance of buildings, which will have a ma-

jor impact on the activities and strategies of

housing associations. In section 4, we describe

the outline of strategic asset management and

how it can be developed using ‘labels’ in the

decision-making process. Section 5 presents the

integration of energy-efficiency and EPBD en-

ergy labelling in strategic asset management.

Section 6 presents three case studies of hous-

ing associations that have adopted energy-ef-

ficiency in their asset management and main-

tenance activities. This paper ends with a dis-

cussion and conclusions in section 7.

2. ENERGY CONSERVATION

POTENTIAL IN THE RENTED

HOUSING STOCK

Commercial and social rented housing ac-

counts for a significant segment of the housing

sector in many European countries (Table 1).

Depending on their main objective (social or

commercial) and the housing system in each

country, professional landlords are, to a certain

extent, able to develop their housing stock ac-

cording to their own goals and, therefore, could

play a role in the success or failure of the gov-

ernmental environmental policies.

In the EU-25 countries, the final energy

consumption of households accounts for 26%

of the total energy use, most of which is used

for space heating (Wiesenthal et al., 2006).

Consequently, the two main options to reduce

energy consumption and CO2 emissions in
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dwellings are insulation of wall, glazing, roof

and floor and efficient heating systems

(Egenhofer et al., 2006). In particular insula-

tion could be a very cost effective means for

energy conservation in housing (Ecofys, 2005;

Verbeeck and Hens, 2005). It shows that a sig-

nificant cost effective energy conservation po-

tential is present in the existing housing stock

in the European countries (Petersdorff et al.,

2005).

The energy conservation potential can

even be high in housing segments that, gener-

ally speaking, have a good technical quality. A

large part of the Dutch social housing stock,

for example, has been built between the Sec-

ond World War and the 1970s. In general, these

homes are well maintained, but the energy

performance of these dwellings is relatively low

compared to today’s standards (Ministry of

VROM, 2002). For example, the insulation fa-

cilities in the social housing stock have sig-

nificantly increased in the dwellings built af-

ter 1970. Still, from Table 2 we learn that a

large energy conservation potential resulting

from insulation is available in the Dutch so-

cial housing stock. Moreover, the potential is

Table 1. Division of the housing stock by tenure

yrtnuoC %deipucco-renwO %detneretavirP %detnerlaicoS %rehtO

airtsuA 3 9.65 3.04 8.2 –

muigleB 2 86 52 7 –

kramneD 4 6.05 8.71 2.72 4.4

dnalniF 1 85 71 71 1

ecnarF 3 65 7.91 2.71 1.7

ynamreG 3 34 15 6 –

eceerG 2 1.08 9.91 – –

dnalerI 4 4.7 11 9.6 7.4

ylatI 2 08 61 4 –

sdnalrehteN 3 2.45 8.01 53 –

dnaloP 3 2.55 0 8.22 5.12

lagutroP 2 7.57 12 3.3 –

niapS 2 18 7.9 6.1 –

nedewS 3 83 22 42 –

modgniKdetinU 2 96 3.9 8.02 –

1 = 1999, 2 = 2001, 3 = 2002, 4 = 2003

Source: Norris and Shiels (2004)

Table 2. Presence of insulation facilities in the Dutch social housing stock

foraeY
noitcurtsnoc

gnisuohfo%
kcots

gnizalgelbuoD
%

detalusnI
%edacaf

noitalusnifooR
%

roolfdnuorG
%noitalusni

6491litnU 7.9 85 52 23 9

0791–6491 5.53 16 43 83 6

0791retfA 8.45 97 28 58 95

Sources: Ministry of VROM (2002) and CFV (2003)
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even larger when renewable energy concepts

will be implemented in the existing stock on a

large scale.

3. THE EC DIRECTIVE ON THE

ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF

BUILDINGS

A significant development for the energy

policy of professional landlords is initiated by

the EC in its Energy Performance of Build-

ings Directive (European Commission, 2003).

The EPBD is a crucial part of the EC strategy

to comply with the obligations regarding the

Kyoto Protocol. Based on the CO2 reduction

policy of the EC, targets have been set for the

building sector. Aiming at building owners, an

important objective of the EPBD is to promote

the improvement of the energy performance of

buildings within the European Community,

taking into account outdoor climatic and local

conditions, as well as indoor climate require-

ments and cost-effectiveness.

The member states of the EU have been

obliged to implement the directive in their na-

tional legislation as from January 2006. De-

tails of the implementation of the EPBD are

left to the member states, allowing each mem-

ber state to choose the regime that best ad-

dresses its specific national situation. The

EPBD sets no mandatory measures; conse-

quently the baseline for energy performance

is current practice according to national policy.

The EPBD prescribes the use of an energy

certificate, which gives insight in the current

energy performance of a building and presents

proposals for improvement of its energy per-

formance. This energy certificate must be sup-

plied at each transaction moment when a

dwelling is build, sold or at turnover. Both new

and existing buildings must be certificated.

In the Netherlands, the energy certificate

prescribed by the EPBD is accompanied by an

energy label for dwellings. Following the la-

belling used in household appliances, the en-

ergy label for dwellings has a classification ‘A’

to ‘G’, where a dwelling with energy label ‘A’

has the best energy performance.

Beerepoot and Sunikka (2005) judge the EC

energy certificate to be essentially a commu-

nicative instrument that addresses information

problems. Combining it with regulations or

economic incentives will improve its effective-

ness. Consequently, energy performance stand-

ards for existing dwellings may well become

obligatory in due time, just as energy perform-

ance standards have become obligatory for new

construction in many European countries.

The implementation of the EPBD entails

opportunities for professional landlords. Firstly,

they will gain a detailed insight in the energy

performance of their housing stock, because

they have to provide an energy certificate at

turnover. This gives opportunities to integrate

energy labelling in their strategic asset man-

agement as a basis for analysis and evalua-

tion and the formulation of targets.

A second opportunity of the EPBD for pro-

fessional landlords relates to the commu-

nicational value of the EPBD energy label. A

professional landlord can employ the energy

label as a basis for its communication with its

stakeholders and tenants about energy conser-

vation measures and energy performance. Es-

pecially the tenants play an important role in

the appraisal of the EPBD energy labelling

system. Therefore, the communication with

tenants about energy performance should fore-

most be based on comfort, health, indoor cli-

mate and living expenses, because these as-

pects appeal to tenants more than the concept

energy performance.

In addition, if energy performance stand-

ards for existing dwellings become obligatory

as they are for new construction, professional

landlords will have no choice but to take up

energy as an integral part of their asset mana-

gement.
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4. STRATEGIC ASSET MANAGEMENT

Professional landlords have to take deci-

sions about the development of their housing

stock in order to avoid voids, to keep their

housing stock in line with the present and fu-

ture tenants’ demands and to keep their stock

in a proper physical state. The importance of

the development of policies and strategies sup-

porting these decisions has grown considerably

in many Western countries in the last 10 to 20

years, mainly due to the rise of neoliberalism

and, in connection with that, diminished finan-

cial support from the government. This shift

can particularly be observed in the social

rented sector, which traditionally has been very

government-dominated in most European

countries. These developments have led to a

more market oriented social housing manage-

ment (Gruis and Nieboer, 2004).

Although strategic asset management in

social housing is not restricted to Dutch hous-

ing associations only, the concept is in great

length employed by the Dutch housing asso-

ciations. This is to a large extent due to the

characteristics and tasks of Dutch housing as-

sociations. When set within an international

context, social rented housing in the Nether-

lands can be characterised by its relatively

large share of the housing stock, a strong ori-

entation on the market, a relatively large pro-

portion of dwellings for middle-income house-

holds and, more or less as a consequence, a

large variety of tenants in socio-economic re-

spect (Van Kempen and Priemus, 2002;

Priemus, 2003). With an asset of roughly one

third of the total housing stock, Dutch hous-

ing associations own a considerable part of the

total housing stock. They are not-for-profit or-

ganisations, which are obliged to operate in

the interest of housing, in particular by pro-

viding decent, affordable housing to lower-in-

come households.

During the last 10 years, Dutch housing

associations were transformed from opera-

tional, task-oriented organisations into ‘social

entrepreneurs’ and had to operate in a more

strategic, market oriented way. As a result, the

sector is, more than in the past, responsive to

innovations to support management decisions.

This might create a favourable climate for the

development of strategies on relatively new

issues. Energy-efficient asset management can

be seen as one of these.

The models for the development of asset

management strategies are based on those for

commercial companies. The core objectives of

a commercial enterprise generally differ con-

siderably from those of a housing association

or another non-profit organisation, because of

the relative importance of making profit. Nev-

ertheless, the model from the commercial sec-

tor can be very useful for non-commercial land-

lords. An example of such a model is Kotler’s

(1997) general model for strategic business

planning (see Figure 1).

More or less similar to this model is the

strategic asset management model of Van den

Broeke (1998), particularly developed for the

social housing sector. Since van den Broeke has

published his model, several variants have

been produced (e.g. Nieboer et al., 2001) among

others the one in Figure 2.

The model starts with the formulation of

the mission and general objectives (mainly on

the portfolio level) of the organisation. Based

on these objectives and an analysis of internal

and external factors, more specific targets and

strategies (mainly on the housing estate level)

are formulated. After this, a check or appraisal

of the proposed strategies takes place. The as-

signed strategies are elaborated in estate man-

agement plans, after which the implementa-

tion takes place.

The formulation of strategies is an impor-

tant aspect of the strategic asset management

process. To define distinct strategy alterna-

tives, the use of ‘labels’ has proven in our ad-

visory practice at housing associations to be a

very efficient way to allocate investments in
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the housing stock. Two types of labels can be

distinguished, whereby each type refers to ei-

ther 1) measures or activities (indicating what

has to be done) or 2) the desired quality or

performance level (indicating what has to be

achieved). The use of labels can provide hous-

ing associations with a clear and convenient

grouping of measures and activities and/or

quality and performance levels.

In general, labels are formulated per

housing estate, although in some cases it might

be necessary to define and employ labels on

the level of individual dwellings, on neighbour-

hood level or the level of market segments

(product-market combinations). An interesting

discussion with regard to energy conservation

is on what level of the housing stock the im-

provement of the energy performance should

Figure 1. Model of the strategic business planning process

Source: Kotler (1997)

Figure 2. Model for developing asset management strategy

Source: based on Nieboer et al. (2001)
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be performed. On the one hand, a professional

landlord can choose to suit the wishes of its

individual tenants, resulting in an increased

willingness to collaborate but also in a variety

of measures, on the other the housing associa-

tion can choose to renovate on housing estate-

level in order to decrease costs and simplify

construction processes (Straub and Vijverberg,

2004).

Labels must refer to topics that are consid-

ered as relevant and important for the hous-

ing stock. Examples of these domains with ex-

amples of labels and actual measures are listed

in the Table 3.

The level of detail of the labels can vary. It

is important to choose the right level of ab-

straction. On the one hand, labels are mean-

ingless when they are very general, while on

the other hand, very detailed labels make stock

policy inflexible. In practice, most labels are

rather general in the first stages of policy de-

velopment, and will be elaborated in the im-

plementation phase. Examples of rather gen-

eral labels are maintain, refurbishment, sale

and demolition. More detailed labels can be

made by defining items as specific maintenance

and rent levels.

As we have seen, two types of labels can be

distinguished. Labels according to the first type

(measures or activities) that refer to energy

conservation indicate the measures that must

be taken to achieve a certain energy perform-

ance. Labels of the second type, addressing the

desired quality or performance level, are espe-

cially interesting in the context of this paper,

because they refer to the use of energy labels

according to the EPBD as well as to aspects

resulting from energy conservation measures.

The labels related to energy performance

can be defined in strict accordance with Euro-

pean or national regulations (for instance per-

formance level A, B, C, D etc.). Labels for con-

venience and luxury are appropriate examples

concerning the aspects resulting from energy

conservation measures. In this approach, not

the energy performance itself (i.e. EPBD en-

ergy label) but related aspects like comfort

level, security, health and indoor climate could

find a place. For example, the placement of

HR++ glazing improves the energy perform-

ance but also increases the comfort level and

the security level of the dwelling, just as the

replacement of an open heater by a high effi-

ciency boiler will improve the energy perform-

ance but also improves the indoor climate and

the health level of the dwelling.

Table 3. Some relevant domains and examples of labels in each domain

niamoD slebalfoselpmaxE serusaemlautcafoselpmaxE

noitacifidomlacisyhP noitavoneR 1 potfoorecalp,sgnillewdegreM
stnemtrapa

ytilauqlacinhceT levelecnanetniamedargpU 2,
levelecnanetniamesaerced 2

edacafegnahc,gnifoorecalpeR

lasopsidlautnevE elaS 1 noitilomed, 1 a/N

puorgtegratdnaytilibatteL tegratcificepsroftnempolevedeR
)ylredleehtecnatsnirof(puorg 1,
spuorgemocnitsewolrofetacolla 1

ehtpuorgtegrat(rotaveleecalP
leveltneresaerced,)ylredle

ecnamrofrepygrenE 'D'lebalDBPE 2 folevelytilauq,
etamilcroodni 2

lartnecybretaehnepoecalpeR
,gnizalgelbuodecalp,gnitaeh

levelnoitalusnievorpmi

1 = label indicating measure or activity, 2 = label indicating desired quality or performance level
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5. INTEGRATION IN STRATEGIC

ASSET MANAGEMENT

The strategy, on which the measures that

eventually will be implemented are based, is

developed in the consecutive steps of the stra-

tegic asset management process. In each step,

specific information is required and drawn into

the decision-making. Labels are employed in

the central process-steps where the strategy

options per housing estate are determined and

its consequences are weighed. When we follow

the steps of the strategic asset management

process, the following information and consid-

erations could be involved.

� Mission and objectives

In this first step, the framework for the de-

ployment and implementation of energy con-

servation measures in relation to strategic as-

set management is drawn. The professional

landlord determines its position towards en-

ergy conservation or, in a wider perspective,

to sustainable building and sustainable mana-

gement.

A stakeholder analysis could be beneficial

to formulate a mission statement, of which the

environmental aspirations are part. In this

analysis, internal key departments such as

strategy, maintenance/project development,

communication and finances as well as exter-

nal stakeholders such as tenants, the local com-

munity and regional collaboration forms can

be consulted.

The mission statement needs to be trans-

lated into corporate objectives, which together

form the framework for all activities of the pro-

fessional landlord and, therefore, for its stra-

tegic asset management.

� Internal and external analysis

The objectives that have been formulated in

the previous step, serve as a handle for the in-

formation that will be drawn into the analysis.

An important first step in the analysis is

to gain insight in the energy performance of

the entire stock on the level of the individual

dwellings. Now that the EPBD has been en-

forced in the European countries, every trans-

action in the professional landlord’s stock adds

to his energy performance dataset. However,

depending on the turn over rate of his hous-

ing stock, it may take a considerable time be-

fore data on the energy performance of the

entire stock will be available. It might, there-

fore, prove to be beneficial to calculate the

EPBD energy label of the dwellings by using

reference dwellings that represent the charac-

teristics of each dwelling type in the stock. A

simple approach to define the set of reference

dwellings, is to develop a matrix with a divi-

sion upon dwelling type (for instance detached,

single family, multi family without elevator,

multi family with elevator, high rise) in com-

bination with a division upon year of construc-

tion, with the timeframes roughly based on

building construction and step-wise improve-

ments of the energy performance resulting

from the introduction of innovations (such as

insulation, high efficiency boiler). The refer-

ence dwellings can be used to assess not only

the EPBD energy label, but also the average

energy costs for heating/cooling and hot water

production per dwelling and the CO2 emission

and gas use per dwelling.

The data can be used as input for a portfo-

lio analysis of the stock, similar to employing

portfolio analysis for analysing other perform-

ances of the stock as has been described by

Van der Flier and Gruis (2002). With the port-

folio analysis, housing estates that show a de-

viating performance, and consequently may

need attention, can be selected. The portfolio

analysis can be based on indicators such as:

• energy costs versus rent level;

• affordability versus EPBD energy label;

• turnover rate versus EPBD energy la-

bel;
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• acceptance rate versus EPBD energy la-

bel;

• vacancy rate versus EPBD energy la-

bel.

In addition to the portfolio analysis, it may

be useful to gain insight in other subjects re-

garding energy performance, such as:

• the effectiveness of potential measures/

investments;

• the costs of these investments to im-

prove the energy performance of the

stock;

• the willingness of the tenants to con-

tribute financially to these investments,

for instance by a rent increase;

• (other) possibilities to finance the im-

provement costs (subsidies, outsourcing,

etc.).

� Policy principles for portfolio development

Now the corporate objectives have been for-

mulated and the results of the analysis are on

the table, this information is weighed and

structured, thus forming the basis for defin-

ing the set of labels and the housing estate

strategies.

In this step, concrete targets are formu-

lated. The EPBD energy labelling provides a

very effective means to formulate targets upon,

for instance “The average energy performance

of the stock has to meet at least EPBD energy

label C within XX years” or “No dwelling in

the housing stock will have an energy perform-

ance less than label D in the year XX”. An-

other example is “The total contribution of our

housing stock to a reduction of CO2-emission

should be XX ton in the year YY”, but one could

of course also formulate targets with regard to

subjects such as comfort level, gas usage, en-

ergy costs in relation to the rent, health or in-

door climate.

� Defining classification of strategies and

Strategy options per housing estate

Based on the previous steps, a classifica-

tion of possible strategy options is performed

in order to define the specific sets of labels that

will be employed in these steps.

Subsequently, depending on the specific

level, the dwellings, housing estates, neigh-

bourhoods and/or market segments are attrib-

uted one or more labels to determine their

strategy. This step could be seen as the core of

the strategic asset management, because by

labelling the individual housing estates, the

future of the housing association’s total hous-

ing stock is decided upon.

The choice of one label can depend on the

choice of another label. For instance, if demo-

lition is foreseen within 5 years for a certain

housing estate, it has no use to aim at a large

improvement of energy performance. If a sig-

nificant improvement of the indoor climate is

desired, ‘maintain as is’ of the particular hous-

ing estate is an unlikely option.

Especially with regard to energy conserva-

tion, it could be beneficial to determine the end

situation (i.e. the EPBD energy label) and the

necessary process as separate entities.

Amongst different housing estates the label

indicating an end situation may be similar (for

example the same energy label) but the strat-

egy to accomplish this label may vary between

the housing estates. This situation occurs if,

for instance, the tenant group of one housing

estate has other demands than the tenant

group in an other housing estate, or the tech-

nical requirements of an housing estate de-

mand other technical solutions to achieve the

target, resulting in other pay-back times.

� Appraisal of strategy options

The strategies that have been assigned need

to be evaluated in order to determine their con-

tribution to the corporate objectives and their
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consequences in terms of energy performance,

affordability, size and diversity of the total

housing stock and the financial continuity of

the housing association. It should, for exam-

ple, be prevented that an improved overall

energy performance results in a significant re-

duction of the affordability or solvency.

� Estate management plans and

Implementation

In the remaining two steps of the asset

management model, the housing estate strat-

egies are translated in actual measures, which

will be implemented according to the housing

estate management plans. In this last phase

of the strategic asset management, the actual

energy efficiency is realised through taking

measures that improve the energy performance

of the dwellings.

In section 4, we indicated the possibility to

define and employ labels on the level of the

dwelling, housing estate, neighbourhood and

market segment. Straub and Vijverberg (2004)

indicate that, when implementing improve-

ments – which energy efficiency measures usu-

ally are – professional landlords have a number

of options regarding:

• the scale and time of the intervention

(building block at once or per individual

dwelling);

• the occupancy status (when occupied,

move present tenants to temporary

housing or at turnover);

• the initiative (housing association or

tenant(-sgroup));

• freedom of choice for the tenants.

In the final step of the energy-efficient as-

set management process, the general policy

regarding energy performance can be put down

in an energy policy plan, possible as part of a

sustainable management plan. These docu-

ments facilitate internal implementation of the

strategies and the communication with the

stakeholders.

6. CASE STUDIES

In this section, the energy conservation ac-

tivities of three Dutch housing associations are

analysed against the background of their stra-

tegic asset management. The three case stud-

ies have been selected based on the distinct

approach each of the housing associations em-

ploys towards asset management and energy

conservation. The case studies are based on

interviews with responsible members of staff

of each housing association and a desk study

of the relevant documents of the housing asso-

ciations such as year reports, environmental

policies and corporate brochures.

WonenBreburg

WonenBreburg is a housing association with

an asset of 26.830 dwellings, mainly in the cit-

ies of Tilburg and Breda. WonenBreburg em-

ploys a staff that together equals 393 full time

equivalents (WonenBreburg, 2007).

An important incentive for WonenBreburg’s

energy efficiency activities is the Energy Cov-

enant, whichit has drawn up together with the

Municipality of Tilburg and three other hous-

ing associations for the period 2006–2011. In

the covenant, the parties have assigned high

priority to energy efficiency and reduction of

CO2 emissions, in particular aimed at exist-

ing housing. The covenant includes targets re-

garding the implementation of the EPBD leg-

islation and influencing the energy related be-

haviour of occupants (Tilburgs Energie

Convenant, 2006).

WonenBreburg distinguishes 4 general

strategy labels for its housing stock: maintain,

improve, sale, and demolition. For the housing

estates that have been assigned the label main-

tain or improve, WonenBreburg develops its

strategic asset management by matching hous-

ing supply and demand. A set of specific mar-

kets is distinguished, by determining the rel-

evant target groups and analysing their spe-
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cific demands. By matching these markets to

the characteristics and qualities of the indi-

vidual estates, an optimal fit between market

segment and housing estate is aimed for. In

order to be able to perform this match, a set of

26 reference dwellings is used to map the char-

acteristics of the dwellings in the housing es-

tates. When a good match between market seg-

ment and housing estate is found, the actual

measures for the estate are based on potential

improvements, which are listed for each refer-

ence dwelling. In this phase, specific attention

is paid to energy efficiency (WonenBreburg,

2007).

WonenBreburg gives priority to those strat-

egies that result in a profitable exploitation of

the housing stock and an increase in its mar-

ket value. Nevertheless, WonenBreburg does

invest in energy conservation and a consider-

able share of this investment volume is un-

profitable. On the one hand, WonenBreburg

realises with these investments its energy con-

servation ambitions. On the other hand, Wo-

nenBreburg takes into account the possibility

that forthcoming changes in legislation may

help to increase the profitability of earlier en-

ergy conservation investments and the possi-

bility that an improved energy performance

may have a positive effect on the future mar-

ket value of their dwellings.

The energy performance of an estate is

taken into account when deciding upon its

strategy, albeit that it is never as decisive as

economical considerations are. However, energy

performance plays a more important role in

determining the maintenance and project plan-

ning: an estate with a low energy performance

is likely to be advanced in the planning.

Staedion

Staedion is a housing association that is

active in the city of The Hague, in the western

part of the Netherlands. It has an asset of

32.472 dwellings. Staedion employs a staff that

equals 396 full time equivalents (Staedion,

2007a).

Staedion mentions sustainability among its

corporate objectives and this objective is elabo-

rated in its environmental policy (Staedion,

2007b). The central objective of this environ-

mental policy is to “achieve sustainable goals

through an as clean as possible management

of the housing stock”. In its environmental

policy, Staedion distinguishes three main

themes: sustainability, liveability and health.

While sustainability aims at goals for the long

term, the other two themes focus on the “here

and now”. In order to realise the three main

themes within a timeframe of 5 years, 10 pri-

orities have been appointed, addressing

amongst others sustainable building and main-

tenance, reduction of CO2 emissions, energy

and water saving, tenant participation and in-

door climate. Each of the 10 priorities is de-

scribed in terms of targets, measures, moni-

toring and evaluation. Regarding the priority

that addresses the reduction of CO2 emissions

and energy conservation, Staedion follows the

sector agreement that aims at a reduction of

gas use of 20% from 2008 to 2018. Addition-

ally, Staedion studies the implementation of

renewable energy sources, in specific

geothermal installations, and undertakes fea-

sibility studies for wind energy and the use of

photovoltaic panels in forthcoming renovation

projects.

Staedion develops its strategies on the level

of the neighbourhood, taking into account the

local and regional housing market, local

(health) care and related services, the social

situation in the neighbourhood, financial pos-

sibilities, the activities and plans of other hous-

ing associations in that neighbourhood and the

local political context. Despite Staedion’s elabo-

rate environmental policy and guidelines for

its implementation in practice, the energy per-

formance of the stock is not considered in

Staedion’s strategy development on neighbour-

hood level.
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In general, when deciding upon the future

of its existing housing stock, Staedion employs

5 different labels in its exploitation strategy

(see Table 4), and the additional labels new

construction and sale. Each of the 5 exploita-

tion labels pairs with a specific exploitation

period and a so called ambition level: a de-

tailed description of the appropriate mainte-

nance level and possible improvements.

The exploitation period takes a central po-

sition in the strategic asset management of

Staedion. On the one hand, the administra-

tive remaining exploitation period based on an

economical lifespan of 50 years, can be used to

determine the appropriate ambition level. On

the other hand, a specific exploitation period

can be assigned to a housing estate, overrul-

ing the remaining exploitation period. This last

option is most likely to be used with the stra-

tegies extend exploitation and restructure.

Although energy conservation does not play

an important role in the middle steps of the

strategic asset management (strategy develop-

ment) of Staedion, it does play a significant

role in the last steps of its strategic asset man-

agement. In these last steps, the strategy is

translated into projects and maintenance ac-

tivities. Staedion’s program for the existing

stock plays an important role in this transla-

tion (Staedion, 2005). In this program, for each

of the 5 ambition levels, detailed measures,

materials and activities concerning mainte-

nance and possible improvements are listed.

The higher the ambition level, the more em-

phasis is placed on extending the exploitation

period by improving the quality and the more

energy conservation measures, sustainable

materials and renewable energy concepts can

be taken into account, because their payback

time is secured. For example, repair of broken

glass in the facade of a housing estate with a

remaining exploitation period of 5 years (am-

bition level 1) will not result in an improve-

ment, while in this situation in a housing es-

tate with an exploitation period of 15+ years

(ambition level 3), high insulating HR+ glass

will be installed, regardless of the replaced type

of glazing (Staedion, 2005).

Oost Flevoland Woondiensten

Oost Flevoland Woondiensten (OFW) is a

housing association that has an asset of 4.011

dwellings in and around the city of Dronten,

Table 4. The relation between exploitations period, exploitation strategy and ambition level of housing

association Staedion
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Source: Staedion (2005)
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in the province of Flevoland in the central part

of the Netherlands. OFW employs a number

of staff that equals 51 full time equivalents

(OFW, 2007a)

In its corporate presentation as well as in

many of its activities, OFW emphasises sus-

tainable development and its responsibility for

energy conservation and decreasing living

costs, which has resulted in a more or less

‘green’ image. As from 2006, OFW has EPBD

energy labels available for each of their dwell-

ings, making OFW the first housing associa-

tion in the Netherlands to have labelled its

stock by employing EPBD energy labels.

Sustainability and energy conservation are

included in the mission/vision and corporate

objectives of OFW. In its policy plan (OFW,

2007b), OFW presents targets for its housing

stock regarding the use of sustainable mate-

rial, energy conservation and stimulating

awareness at the side of the tenants, such as:

– In 2012 no dwelling has an EPBD la-

bel below label ‘D’.

– In 2012 a reduction of 30% in gas use

will be achieved compared to the year

2000.

– The trend in gas use will be made vis-

ible for each dwelling.

– Existing dwellings have at least EPBD

label ‘B’ after renovation.

In renovation or new construction projects,

OFW aims at an optimal energy performance

within its financial possibilities. An improve-

ment in energy performance generally results

in a decrease of total livings costs, which is an

important aim for OFW. Therefore, when de-

termining which housing estates are to be reno-

vated, OFW gives priority to those housing

estates that have a low energy performance,

in order to be able to decrease living costs for

the tenants in concern. In this respect, OFW

uses EPBD labels as a basis for its analysis

and strategy development. Additionally, the

rent policy of OFW prescribes that the yearly

rent increase of dwellings with a low energy

performance (EPBD label ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘G’) is re-

duced with 0,5%.

OFW uses EPBD energy labels in the ad-

vertisements of vacant dwellings. At turnover,

the new tenant is presented the EPBD energy

label for the dwelling concerned. The EPBD

energy label is accompanied by an estimation

of the gas use (and costs) based on the aver-

age use of the dwelling, giving the tenant a

clear insight in the average net living costs

for that dwelling. Additionally, OFW informs

its tenants about the possibilities they have to

save energy by changing their energy related

behaviour in their dwellings and by buying

energy efficient equipment and appliances.

OFW considers informing its tenants as good

a means to save energy as physical measures

in dwellings.

Regarding its organisation, OFW has a

strong focus on creating commitment among

the staff for the sustainable mission of OFW.

This results from the notion that without com-

mitment and dedication from its own staff,

OFW won’t be able to achieve its sustainable

ambitions.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Professional landlords can significantly con-

tribute to governmental environmental policies

by improving the energy performance of their

housing stock. In order to effectively and effi-

ciently improve the energy performance of the

stock without sacrificing other objectives, en-

ergy conservation should be integrated in all

phases of the strategic asset management proc-

ess. With professional landlords facing tight-

ening energy performance requirements, the

EPBD legislation could be considered as an

opportunity and, at the same time, a means

for professional landlords to incorporate energy

conservation in their strategic asset manage-

ment. Implementing the EPBD energy label-

ling in asset management of professional land-
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lords implies the use of EPBD energy labels.

In the Netherlands, the use of this type of la-

bels has just started, but experience in the so-

cial rented sector with other types of labels

has proven to be a great help in portfolio de-

velopment and the management of housing

estates.

In this paper, we have presented a method

to integrate energy conservation in the asset

management of professional landlords. This

method uses EPBD energy labels as a means

to establish integration of energy conservation

in the individual steps of the asset manage-

ment process.

From the case studies, we learn that the

housing associations WonenBreburg, Staedion

and Oost Flevoland Wonen (OFW) each show

a distinct approach towards energy conserva-

tion. WonenBreburg takes an economical per-

spective towards energy conservation, Staedion

has an elaborated policy and program for the

actual realisation through concrete measures

in its existing stock and OFW has tightly inte-

grated energy conservation in many of its or-

ganisational processes and focuses on lower-

ing living costs and offering clear information

for its tenants.

From 2008 onwards, Dutch housing asso-

ciations are obliged to provide an EPBD en-

ergy performance label at transaction moments

and, as a result, their database with energy

performance data of their housing stock will

grow in the years following. There are signals

from the Dutch social housing sector that, cur-

rently, the housing associations tend to show

a pragmatic attitude and shift the formulation

of energy conservation targets based on EPBD

energy labels forward until they have sufficient

insight in the energy performance of their

housing stock. Consequently, the implementa-

tion of the EPBD energy labels in their asset

management is likely to gradually increase af-

ter the energy performance data has come

available.

At Staedion and WonenBreburg a similar

attitude can be observed as both housing as-

sociations have integrated energy conservation

in several steps of their asset management

process (i.e. goal formulation and determining

and implementation of the actual measures).

However, EPBD energy labels seem to play, as

yet, a minor role in these processes. Addition-

ally, in the analysis and strategy development

of Staedion and WonenBreburg, other consid-

erations seem to be far more decisive than en-

ergy conservation, if energy conservation is

considered at all. This is remarkable taking

into account that Staedion and WonenBreburg

have formulated sound objectives regarding

energy conservation and do actually implement

energy conservation measures in their main-

tenance and project practice.

OFW, on the contrary, has integrated the

EPBD energy labelling firmly in most steps of

its asset management process and, therefore,

can be qualified as an early market actor in

adopting the EPBD energy labelling. The typi-

cal characteristics of housing associations that

are early market actors in adopting energy con-

servation measures and innovations, which

have been by described by Egmond et al.

(2006), can be observed at OFW, such as a high

internal motivation, basing innovations on

strategic decisions and a visionary attitude.

An obvious simple possibility is to use

EPBD labels as an instrument for communi-

cation, as is done by OFW when offering va-

cant dwellings to potential tenants. This can

raise their awareness about energy consump-

tion and influence their behaviour regarding

energy consumption, but it does not improve

the energy efficiency of the housing stock. In

addition, in areas where voids are rare, nearly

all dwellings, including those with low energy

efficiency, are rented anyway. So, energy policy

of landlords always needs to include ambitions

not only to influence housing demand, but also

to influence housing supply.

In connection with the latter, the case stud-

ies show that a direct use of the EPBD labels
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might not be sufficient for a fruitful incorpo-

ration of energy conservation in asset manage-

ment. Results indicate that a kind of transla-

tion might be necessary for an effective imple-

mentation in current policies of professional

landlords. From the case studies, examples of

such a translation can be drawn. Wonen-

Breburg tries to translate energy efficiency into

(increased) market value, although currently

done in an implicit way. Staedion regards tech-

nical energy-saving options as a means to im-

prove the technical quality of its housing stock.

OFW tries to translate energy-efficiency into

lowering energy costs for the tenants.

Apparently, lettability, market value, affor-

dability and technical quality are the central

policy areas in the asset management of these

housing associations, which may act as a

framework within which energy conservation

strategies and measures will be judged. For

these organisations, further research into the

relationship between these areas on the one

hand and the energy performance of a dwell-

ing on the other may be very helpful. Addi-

tionally, further research is necessary to find

solutions for the present barriers that profes-

sional landlords face when improving the en-

ergy performance of their housing stock. In this

respect, research aimed at solving the finan-

cial and economical barriers, for example re-

search focussing at profitable exploitation of

renewable energy concepts, or research

focussing at outsourcing and third party financ-

ing possibilities, looks very promising.
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SANTRAUKA

PROFESIONALIEMS NUOMOTOJAMS: TURTO VALDYMAS EFEKTYVIAI VARTOJANT ENERGIJÀ

Jan-Willem SMID, Nico NIEBOER

CO
2
 maþinimas taupant energijà – svarbi tema daþnoje valstybinëje aplinkos apsaugos politikoje. Kadangi naujos

statybos sudaro tik maþà visø pastatø iðtekliø dalá, jau pastatytø bûstø energinis naudingumas labai svarbus. Profesionaliø
nuomotojø vaidmuo taupant energijà gali bûti svarbus, taèiau yra þenklø, kad didþiulis jø turimø jau pastatytø
bûstø energijos taupymo potencialas iðnaudojamas nedaug. Ðiame darbe pristatomas metodas, kaip energijos taupymo
temà átraukti á profesionaliø nuomotojø turto valdymà, kad energijos taupymas taptø jø prieþiûros ir renovacijos
praktikos dalis. Metodo apraðymas remiasi Olandijos socialinio bûsto savininkø turto valdymo praktika, bet jis
gali bûti naudingas ir kitiems profesionaliems nuomotojams. Metodas pagrástas Europos EPBD (Direktyva dël pastatø
energetinio naudingumo).


